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By Robin Nichols
MUSTANG DAILY MANAGING EDITOR
The memhers ot the Rose Float 
cluh really know the meaning ot com­
mitment.
One of them, Scott Branch, wa.s so 
CLmcerned about heiny on the float 
when It left tor the parade route that 
he stayed on it all ni^ht. He installed 
a hamnuKk to sleep in, and had a gen­
erator cl*>se hy in case the Pasadena 
ni>;ht yi>t a little chilly.
Branch, an electrical ennineerinn 
Ncnior, possesses a dedicatum charac­
teristic ot many Rose Float cluh mem­
hers —  thev WL'rk ye.ir-n>und and 
donate numerous hours a joh that 
pays nothing, all for an approximately 
two-hour ch.ince to show the world 
what they can do.
This chance comes ever> year at 
the Tournament ot R»>ses parade on 
New Year’s lYiy, when 56 Boats cruise 
the streets ot Pasadena to the souivls 
of thousands i»t cheerini; spc-ctators.
The Rose Float that C^ il Poly enters 
in the parade is put together hy stu­
dents from San Luis Ohispo and 
PtTnu'na. Rltsc Float Program Chair 
Robert Mijares sitid it is the only tltrat 
built completely hy students, and one 
in the six that are built hy VL>lunteers.
“(O h er float teams) are always sur­
prised by what Cal Poly can turn tHit,"
he said. “W e’re able to pull thinys tiff 
—  they have respect tor us."
This respi'ct is well earned. L.ist 
year, the club received the prestinunis 
FouiTiler’s Trophy, which is awarded to 
the “most K'autiful entr>' built and 
decorated by volunteers from the 
spoavirin^» ctMTimunity or organiza­
tion,” according to the Tournament of 
Roses Web site. However, this year 
the uroup was ntit as fortunate.
“(There were) a K>t of tliwts that 
dcserx’c'd to win and srime neat desi^  
achievements were overUx>ked this 
year,” said IVsign Chair Brian BtTsch,
an architecture junior.
He said that it is impressive that 
Cal Poly consistently prixluces quality 
floats because ot the busluet the schcHil 
has compared to some other float 
teams.
“Some of the floats that win have 
inajiTr sponsors," he said. “The floral 
design award winner was sptmsored by  ^
FTD. It’s hard for us because some 
floats are spt>nst>red by professional 
ciTmpanies.”
The Rl>sc Float budKet for the Cal
see FLOAT, page 2
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'Birthday Blow-out' 
was the theme of this 
year's Rose Float.
At left, the Cal Poly 
float is displayed for 
the Tournament of 
Roses Parade atten­
dees. Fifty-six floats 
ran in the parade this 
year.
Below, two students 
weld together a piece 
of the float's design. 
The float club did not 
receive any awards 
this year.
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The Public Affairs department released its new Web site on Dec. 12. The 
site, accessed at www.calpolynews.calpoly.edu, brings campus news to 
Internet surfers. The site is updated daily and features information on 
students, faculty and events, as well as links to A5I and CPTV,
By Stephen Harvey
MUSTANG DAILY CONTmeUTOR
While .students and faculty were 
finishinfj their Christmas shopping. 
Cal Poly’s Public Affairs office was 
tinkering with its new toy.
Public Affairs unwrapped its new 
news site a little early, on Dec. 12, to 
make sure it would be ready after the 
holidays. Cal Poly News is designed to 
allow quick and easy access to campus 
news as well as .specific college and 
department sites linked to Cal Poly.
Media Relations Specialist Teresa 
Hendrix was the driving factor in 
finally prcxlucing the news site.
“1 was hired here in June and it was 
my big push during the interview," 
Hendrix said. “1 thought Cal Poly 
really needed a news Web site. I want­
ed it to be on par with other universi­
ty news sites."
The news Web site was up and run­
ning in l')ecember and can be accessed 
at www.calpolynews.calpolY«edu.
Hendrix, a 1985 Cal Poly jiTumal- 
ism alumna, said that .she had seen 
other university news sites and 
thought that Cal Poly needed one as 
well. She also said that the Public 
Affairs department has been trying for 
several years to launch a site, but had
“We wanted it to be clean, 
easily readable and easily 
navigable.'*
Steve Rutland
instruction technology 
consultant with ITS
not been able to until now.
Cal Poly News is broken down into 
news, students, faculty and events sec­
tions, and it allows visitors to sign up 
for the Cal Poly Update, a weekly 
online news letter. The Web sire has a 
quick listing of colleges aKmg with
student media links to Mustang Daily, 
C'PTV and KCPR. There are alsti 
links to A.ssLKiated Students Inc., 
Academic Senate and Cal Poly Arts 
in an attempt to create a one-stop 
shop for university news.
Hendrix said the Web site is 
designed to accommcxlate parents and 
alumni as well as provide a source for 
background information tor journal­
ists.
“It’s a quick way to get news out,” 
Hendrix said. “Reporters are increas­
ingly using the Internet. They can just 
click and get the information they 
.
Along with the Public Affairs 
department. Information Technology 
Services (ITS) was involved with the 
ctxiing and graphic designing for the 
site.
Dave Wisner, a graphic design 
senior, Daniel Lee, a computer engi­
neering freshman, and Steve Rutland,
see NEWS, page 2
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instruction teclinoKTtjy consultant 
tor ITS, worked closely with 
Hendrix in the production i)t the 
site. Rutland said that Lee did most 
ot the coding tor the site, while 
Wisner did the entire fjraphic lay­
out, desijin and some tont coordi­
nation.
“We wanted it to he clean, easi­
ly readable and easily navif>ahle,” 
Rutland said. “ITS delivered to 
(Hendrix) a .set ot pa^es to expand 
and scale over the years. The site 
O-Tuld he said to he a working pro­
totype t(Tr a database site in the 
tuture.”
Hendrix stressed that Cal Poly 
News was ntrt taking» over the posi- 
tioti ot Cal Poly’s homepage. Cal 
Poly News does not have a direct 
link trom Cal Poly’s homepage, hut 
it is linked from the “what’s new” 
section. Rutland .said that both 
departments hope to remove the 
“what’s new" section in the future 
and add a link to news and another 
to events. In the tuture. Cal Poly 
events tor general audiences will he 
posted on the events paye.
Correction; The student on 
yesterday’s front page was 
architecture junior Nailesh  
Jhaveri, not Brian Bosch.
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Poly team is approximately $110,000, 
said Diana Cozzi, ASl Events ccxirdi- 
nator. That money comes from a vari­
ety of sources, including AssiTciated 
Students Inc., the state oftice of the 
Vice President of Student Aftairs, and 
the Instructionally Related Activity 
Fund, which comes from CSU student 
fees, and is distributed to various orga­
nizations, she .said.
This year, the budget went toward 
creating a float themed “Birthday 
Blow-out,” which featured an animal 
birthday party, complete with large 
cake and candles.
“Out ot all the designs we (thought 
ot), it was the most tun,” Mijares .said.
Cal Poly's Rose Float 
that cruised down the 
Rose Parade route is 
put together by stu­
dents from San Luis 
Obispo and Pomona. 
The team's budget is 
estimated at around 
$110 ,000 .
SCOTT b r a n c h /
COURTESY PHOTO
“And it also ties 
^ The Rose in with our
Float club is Centennial Cele-
looking for con- hration —  (the 
rept designs for cake had) 100 
next year s float, candles plus one 
The theme is 
"children."
Deadline is Jan.
25. Entries can 
be turned in to 
UU 209.
to grow on.
There was ani-
mation incorpo­
rated into the 
float, but the ani­
mation engine 
tailed, said Branch, who is also the 
electronics chair ot the Rose Float 
Program. Backup motors were able to 
animate .some parts of the float, he 
said.
Even though it wasn’t all moving as 
planned, the float was still stimething 
of which the members were proud. 
Decorated entirely with organic mate­
rial, the float was covered with objects 
from flowers to chili peppers to oniisn
seeds, in all colors of the rainbow.
.Vs the float made its way diTwn 
Ellis Street and Orange Grove 
Boulevard, the crowd responded just 
as the volunteers wanted: with loud 
cheers and tons of enthusiasm. -
“We had a really gixxJ reception 
from the crowd,” said Assistant 
Design Clhair Rachelle Kam, an art 
and design junior. “The children on 
the sidelines were amazed by the can­
dles. (Some of us were) decked out in 
party hats and horns and poppers and 
confetti. Clal Poly always has a spirit­
ed audience.”
And after a year-long effort, that 
makes it all worth it, Bo.sch .said.
Other members share his senti­
ments. ElectriTiiics Chair Branch 
summed it up effectively: “It is the 
most work, the most pressure and the 
most fun I’ve ever had.”
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NationalBriets
B o d y  p ie rc in g  c a u s in g  h igh  
levels o f  in fection, b leed ing, 
injury
R O C H EST ER , Minn. —  
Various body piercings caused 
problems for nearly one in five 
pierced students at Pace 
University in Pleasantville, New 
York, school researchers said 
Tuesday. The most common proh- 
lem was bacterial infection, fol­
lowed by bleeding, injury or tear­
ing at the site of the piercing.
The survey included 454 under­
graduates from the university, 
where halt of the student popula­
tion last year had body piercings 
and one quarter had tattt)os. 
Doctors decided to do the study to 
gauge the medical implications of 
body modifications.
There were no current problems 
reported by students with tattoos, 
but the report said that future 
infections of hepatitis B or C  or 
the AIDS virus may become appar­
ent at a later time. The study, 
which was published in the journal 
Mayo Clinic Proceedings, also said 
that the problems due to the pierc­
ings comprised a “considerable 
demand on and cost to the health 
care system.”
—  Reuters
Bush  a d m in istra tio n  has new  
strategic  nuclear p lan
W ASHINGTON —  Thousands 
of nuclear warheads being 
removed from the active nuclear 
arsenal will now go into storage 
according to a pledge given by 
President Bush, congressional and 
private sources said Wednesday.
There is no current estimate of 
how many warheads will be 
destroyed and how many will be 
retained over the next decade in 
the adm inistration’s Nuclear 
Posture Review. The plan alst) says 
that there is no plan for future 
underground nuclear bomb tests, 
but it does call for increased spend­
ing for the preparation of the tests 
should they be needed. If testing is 
done. Bush said that it is to ensure 
that the reduced sUKkpile is reli­
able and .safe.
Underground nuclear testing 
was banned in 1992 under a mora­
torium imposed by the first 
President Bush and reaffirmed by 
President Clinton in 1996.
Last November, President Bush 
pledged to cut U .S. long-range 
nuclear arsenals hy two-thirds to 
between 1,700 and 2,200 warheads 
after a meeting with Russian 
President Vladimir Putin.
—  A.ssociated Press
A ID S -re la te d  cancer v iru s  
could  be transm itted  th rou gh  
oral sex
NEW  YORK —  A study on the 
sexual practices of homosexual 
men in the United States and lev­
els of AIDS cases and Kaposi’s sar­
com a-associated herpesvirus 
(KSHV) has caused researchers to 
infer that penile-oral intercourse is 
a likely transmission route for 
KSHV.
KSHV, also known as human 
herpesvirus 8, can cause cancerous 
skin lesions known as Kaposi’s sar­
coma in individuals whose 
immune systems have been dam­
aged by an HIV infection.
The data indicate that even 
when levels of tho.se infected with 
HIV fell due to the heightened 
practice of protected penile-anal 
intercourse, the number of those 
testing positive for KSHV  
remained stable. During the stud­
ied periods, unprotected oral sex 
remained common.
Researchers said that they 
strongly believe that “avoiding 
unprotected anal intercourse is not 
enough to avoid acquiring this 
viral infection."
Researchers also speculate that 
the apparently “ancient” virus, 
KSHV, may have long been 
endemic among homosexual men 
without being noticed.
The study is published in the 
Jan. 9 issue of The journal of the 
American Medical AssiKiation.
—  Reuters
R e d w ood s m ay fall v ictim  to  
'Su d d e n  O ak  D ea th ' p a th o ge n
SAN FR A N C ISC O  —  
California’s redwinnl trees may be 
susceptible to the same pathogen 
that cau.ses “Sudden Oak l\*ath”
that has killed tens of thousands of 
coastal oak trees in the state since 
1995, scientists said Tuesday after 
two researchers from University of 
California, Davis, said they found 
DNA from spores of the pathogen 
in coastal redwood sprouts in Big 
Sur and Berkeley.
Sudden Oak Death disease is 
related to the Phytophthora ramo- 
rum microbe, a contagious algae­
like organism related to the species 
responsible for the m id-1800s 
potato famine in Ireland. It was 
first identified in Marin County, 
north of San Francisco in 1995.
More laboratory tests are needed 
to determine if the microbe posed 
a real threat to the redwoods.
The microbe, originally thought 
to threaten only certain types of 
oak trees has also been fynind in 
rhododendrons, California bay 
laurel trees, Shreve’s oak, 
madrones, wild huckleberries, big- 
leaf maple and manzanita trees. So 
far, these other plant carriers have 
less sever symptoms than the oaks, 
but does leave them less able to 
regenerate and propagate.
The microbe has been found in 
10 California counties and may 
threaten the state’s $1.36  billion 
per year timber industry.
—  Reuters
IntemationalBriefs
Sou th  Am erica
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina —  
The Argentine government pre­
pared to ease limited cash with­
drawals from banks Tuesday in a 
bid to help the failing economy as 
many Argentines prepared to emi­
grate after this weekend’s devalua­
tion of the peso.
The administration of populist 
President Eduardo Duhaldem, who 
was sworn in last week, is expected 
to explain how Argentina’s new 
dual exchange rate will work. The 
peso will be pegged at 1.40 to the 
dollar and an unofficial peso, used 
mainly for the tourism sector, will 
be created.
The government is expected to 
relax the bank curb which limits
Argentines to 1 ,000 pesos per 
month in cash withdrawals to 
1,500 pesos for some accounts. 
The curb was put in place last 
month to put a stop to a run on 
banks.
Some investment banks expect 
the peso to slide to 2.70 to the dol­
lar by the end of 2002.
Argentina has suspended pay­
ments and defaulted in part of its 
$141 billion debt pile, the biggest 
sovereign default in history. The 
government may seek an addition­
al $15 billion to $20 billion in aid 
to help pull the economy tuit of its 
slump.
People have been forming long 
lines outside the Spanish and 
Italian consulates in the capital in 
hopes to leave their homeland.
—  Reuters
Europe
THE HAG UE, Netherlands —  
Slobodan Milosevic appeared 
Wednesday at the Yugoslav war 
crimes tribunal, which is his last 
hearing before going on trial for 
alleged war crimes in Kosovo. He 
accused the judges as being biased 
during the hearing.
The hearing laid the ground­
work for Milosevic’s first trial, 
scheduled to begin Feb. 12. 
Prosecutors plan to call the maxi­
mum number of witnesses allowed, 
90, and present more than 1,400 
exhibits to prove the ousted leader 
led a Serb onslaught against ethnic 
Albanians in 1998-1999.
Milosevic has been charged in 
the deaths of almost 900  Kosovar 
Albanians, the deportations of 
800,000 people and sexual assault 
by Yugoslav army troops under his 
command. Since being handed 
over to the court, two additional 
indictments of alleged crimes in 
Croatia and Btisnia have been 
made against him. The new indict­
ments include the slaughter of sev­
eral thousand Muslims in the 
Bosnian enclave of Srebrenica in 
1995. The court has refused to 
merge the three cases into one 
trial.
louring his six months in The
Hague, Milosevic has clashed with 
judges and refused to appoint an 
attorney and plans to repre.sent 
himself. He refused the court’s 
offer to appoint him an investiga­
tor to help him prepare for his 
upcoming trial. The court entered 
innocent pleas for him after he 
refused to respond to any of the 
charges.
In earlier hearings and on 
Wednesday, Milosevic said that 
NATO forces were the true war 
criminals, and that his troops 
fought to save their families and 
their country. He has aLso has filed 
proceedings at the French-based 
Court of Human Rights to contest 
the legality of the tribunal and his 
detention in The Hague.
—  Associated Press
M id d le  East
JACO BABAD , Pakistan —  A 
U .S. military plane carrying at 
least seven Marines and possibly 
other passengers crashed into a 
mountain in Pakistan on 
Wednesday night. There is no 
word yet on casualties from a 
search-and-rescue mission.
Central Command, which is 
responsible for U.S. military oper­
ations in Pakistan and the sur­
rounding region, said that the KC- 
1 30 aircraft crashed as it was mak­
ing its landing approach at a base 
in Shamsi. The plane’s flight origi­
nated in jacobabad and was mak­
ing multiple stops.
Residents of the surrounding 
area reported seeing flames coming 
from the burning plane before it 
crashed. They also said that 
Pakistani troops had surrounded 
the area.
The KC-13i.* is a $37 million 
plane routinely used by in-flight 
refueling of helicopters. It is also 
used for troop evacuation missions 
and special iiperations support.
—  Associated Press
Briefs compiled from various news 
services by Mustang Daily contribu­
tor Anne Guilford.
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Muslim seeks apology over 
forced removal of head scarf
By Katherine Shaver
THE WASHINGTON POST
WASHlNCiTON — Enaas Sanstuir 
Ivyan wearing <i black lieaJ scarf a year 
ago as parr of her Muslim faith, so that 
no m.in outskle her family would see her 
hair until she married.
Her hair remained hidden, the Falls 
C'hurch teenager said Tuest.lay, until a 
tnak airline security screener at 
Baltimore-Washington Internatiitnal 
Airport forced her to remove her scarf 
in December month. In front of 
strangers. In front of men. Even though 
the metal detector, she said, never 
sounded.
“No guys are supposed to see my hair 
until my husband sees it when 1 get mar­
ried," said Sansour, 17, a junior at the 
Islamic S.uidi Academy in .Alexandria. 
“It was ver>- humiliating with all tlursc 
jvople staring at me like 1 did some­
thing wrong. ... It was against my reli­
gion.”
Monday, the Washington-based
C'ouncil on American-lslamic 
Relations filed a complaint on the 
teenager’s Ivhalf, seeking af\)logies from 
the screener’s employer, Cilobe Aviation 
Ser\ices, and Northwest and IVlta air­
lines. Sansour said the incident 
(K'curred when she, her father and two 
brothers passed through BWl’s Pier ( '  
security checkpoint Dec. 18 before 
boarding a Northwest flight to San 
Francisco. I Vita Airlines contracts with 
Globe to provide security for all airlines 
that use Pier C', including Northwest.
Fiodan FFis.san, the Islamic group’s 
civil rights ciKtrclitiator, .said reciuiring 
Muslim women to retnove their head 
scarves, or hijab, is tantatnount to a 
public strip search because it violates 
Muslitn teachings aKiut nuKle.sty.
Ha.ssan said Saasour’s coinplaitit is 
one of a dozen the group has received 
from Muslim wtimen forccvl to retnove 
head .scanes iti public at airports under 
heightened security since Sept. 11.
Tlie group hits received about 160 
other complaints of racial or religious
profiling at airjx'rts, officials .said.
1 las.san said the group doesn’t object 
to Muslim women being asked to 
remove their head scar\es in a private 
area and in frotit of a fetnale security 
screener, as long as they are not singled 
out for extra semtiny.
Delta s{X)keswoman Kristi Tucker 
said she could not comment on the inci­
dent. “.All 1 can say is we take these 
types of allegations seriously, and we’re 
itivestigating,” Tucker .said.
Two messages left for a Globe 
s{xtkesman were not returned Tuesday.
Rebecca Trexler, a .spokeswoman for 
the Federal Aviation Administration, 
said security screeners must resolve any 
alamts from a tnetal detector or hand 
wand. Any searches in which a pas.sen- 
ger must renune clothing, she .sitid, 
should he done with sensitivity and 
respect by a screener of the same gender. 
Private screenings are always available, 
she added.
Tlte U.S. Department of 
Tran.spt)rration has issued three memos
m.
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FRANK JOHNSTON/THE WASHINGTON POST
'A/o guys are supposed to see my hair until my husband sees it when I get 
married/said Enaas Sansour, 17, of Falls Church, Va„ who began wear­
ing a black head scarf a year ago in keeping with her Muslim faith.
since C\:t. 12 to airlines and their 
screening contpanies aK>ut racial or 
religious discrimination.
A Nov. 16 memo siiid it’s di.scrimina- 
tor>' to single out a woman for inspec­
tion Ix'cause she is wearing a veil or 
head scarf. It also noted that a male 
Sikh shouldn’t be ordered to unwrap his 
turban unless he triggers a metal detec­
tor and the cause of the alanu cannot lx‘ 
detemiined with a hand-held detc'ctor
iTr a hand search.
Sansour said she didn’t protest the 
screener’s demands to remove her head 
scarf because she was afraid after Amty 
National Guard tnxips with automatic 
weapons surrounded her.
“1 want an apoktgy, lx*cause there was 
a nun covered from head to tix, and 
they didn’t make her rake it off,” 
Sansour said. “1 only cover my head, 
and they didn’t do anything to her.”
Doctor tells how to smoke the habit and keep resolution
By Emily Hagedorn
KENTUCKY KERNEL
(U -W IRE) LEXINGTON, Ky. —  
For those people who sim>ke half-a- 
p.ick-a-day, that’s 70 cigarettes a 
week, 1,120 cigarettes a .semester 
and T^'^0 cigarettes a year.
With the d.iwn of a new year, 
m.my people are determined to put 
those snutkes behind. But often, two 
weeks later several “quitters” are 
making excuses once they find it 
more difficult than they imagined.
“1 have this last pack left and 
after that my New Year’s resolution
will start,” said Rebecca Lancaster, a 
University of Kentucky psychology 
freshman, enjoying her cigarette in 
the lounge in the Student CA*nter 
Tuesday.
“I’m weaning myself,” said James 
Jones, a Lexington resident, also 
puffing on a cigarette in the smoke- 
filled room.
Obviously, it’s hard to stop.
“Nicotine is addictive,” said Dr. 
Ruth Staten, a substance abuse .spe­
cialist and as.sociate professot in the 
College of Nursing. “1 think most of 
the people who are doing it recog­
nize that it would be beneficial to
quit, but putting that inti> actitrn is 
another step.”
But help can he found if just quit­
ting doesn’t work.
“The great hetiefit w'e have now is 
nicotine replacement therapy,” 
Staten said. “That can slowly 
decrease the level of nicotine and 
(withdrawal symptoms) that make 
quitting hard.”
Nicotine replacement therapy 
includes evoking the nicotine 
patch, which gradually releases 
nicotine into the skin over the span 
of a day, and using prescribed 
inhalants and medications like 
Zyban.
Lifestyle changes such as altering 
activities associated with smoking 
are akso included in the replacement 
therapy.
“People typically smoke in cer­
tain locations doing certain activi­
ties with certain people,” Staten 
said. “When you’re changing any 
type of behavior you might have to 
avoid some things as.sociated with 
it.”
Staten akso encourages relaxation 
techniques.
“It’s important that we learn how­
to manage our stress. You don’t want 
to get to finals week and resume
smoking.”
Staten said people quit smoking 
for different rea.sons —  anything 
from health factors to the expense of 
smoking to matters of aesthetics. 
Regardless, those who want to quit 
are often determined.
“My experience with people who 
want to quit is that they’re con­
stantly trying,” she said.
And those that do quit naturally 
feel better.
“The most important thing is try­
ing every day. Don’t give up. It will 
work.”
Gorillas Found Sniffing Glue
Got a better 
story idea
Come to the Mustang Daily, pick up a story 
idea form and drop it off in Sonia's box
12 0 9  M arsh
A Full Service Salon and Product Centei Scolari's Shopping C en te r
STUDENT DISCOUNT
H A IR C U T S  $14.00
A $20 value
Ask for CAROL HODSON
S ty lis t 5 4 1 - 5 8 1 0
TNeed TRAFFIC SCHOOL, but d o n ’t' 
• want to waste time in an 8-hour class?
h r a f f ic S c h o o l. c o m  o ffe rs  o n - lin e  a n d  w o r k b o o k  
I traffic schoo l 24/7 In the co n v e n ie n ce  of your ow n hom e.
I A  I *  A N  Order On-line at: www.trafficschool.com
I v O . U U  V ^ l T  Order Toll-Free at: t -800-691-5014 
I Promotion Code: m ustang (Entercodeonllneor colHoll-fr»«/EKp<f** i /iau)
I S90whyCalPoly$tud0nH ^  Court Approved TTYfouotHHit CoHtomta
I ~  TrafncSchool.com
I__________________________________ Driving Down Your Cost* of Driving.
I
693
EMERGENCY CARD
if arrested present this card
Officer: I am exercising 
my right to remain silent. 
My lawyer is Jeffrey D. 
Stuiberg. I want to make a 
phone call right now.
Cut Out & Carry Wrth You
Study Law In 
Santa Barbara
Find out what your future 
might hold with a law 
degree.
Join us at our
Information Program 
Wednesday, January 23 
5:30 p.m.
Followed by a special 
presentation on Law 
School Admission Test 
(LSAT) preparation by 
Jerry Bobrow, Ph.D.
Dr Hobrow is an award­
winning educator and author of 
Barron's How to Frepare for the 
ISAT and has hcen providing 
test preparation for students 
since 1973
Santa Barbara College 
of Law
20 E. Victoria Street 
Santa Barbara. C A  93101 
(805) 966-0010 
sbcl@santabarbaralaw.edu 
www.santabarbaralaw.edu
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Thailand travels roui
Q ent
By Sonia Slutzki
M U ST A N G  DAILY EDITOR IN CHIEF
It’s a land unlike America, a country that breaks with the stereotypes of third-world countries —  poverty, hunger, sadness, underdevelopment, crime and corruption. 
W hen a group of four Cal Poly students arrived in Thailand last year, they each car­
ried different dreams and expectations. Rut they shared a common drive for adventure, 
a thirst for travel and a desire to bring back a sense of Thailand through their artwork. 
A tew months later, and thous.inds of miles away, Kthel Landers, Elizabeth Knauss, 
Elizabeth Horan and Shannon Maloney will exhibit their work in a show entitled “The 
Secrets of Elephants.” The show will open this Friday in the Cal Poly University Union 
art gallery, C'lub 221, at 7 p.m.
“The moment 1 walked off the plane, 23 hours later, there was an unbelievable ener­
gy," said Landers, a painter and art and design senior. Her work carries a sense of the 
majestic beauty of Thai culture. In one of her paintings, warm reds and or.inges i ares.> 
the im.ige of a Buddhist sculpture, surrounded by a collage-like assembly c>t chiKlren, 
monks and smiling people.
“(."'range was a high priority color, (representing) respect tor the Buddhist faith and
see THAILAND, page 6
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COURTESY PHOTOS/ARCHITEQURE DEPARTMENT
Top, the work of student Elizabeth Horan, and bottom, the work of 
student Shannon Maloney capture their trip to Thailand on film. The 
name of the restaurant pictured was also chosen as name of the Club 
221 exhibit —  "Secrets of Elephants."
Performance with profanity 
spotlights Hollywood highs, lows
By Erica Tower
MUSTANG DAILY ARTS AND FEATURES EDETOR
Contcmptmiry theater is cer­tainly hroufjht to the table with a script that uses the 1- 
word more than 200 times. It’s all in 
mx)d taste though.
“Speed the Plow,” the 105-minute 
Pulitzer Prize-winning comedy writ­
ten hy l>avid Mamet, who alsti wrote 
and directed the independent film 
“The Heist," is a story that 
Centerpoint Theatre Director Kevin 
Harris knew would connect with a 
younger audience.
“It’s hard to attract young people to 
theater because there are so many 
great movies out there right now,” 
Harris said. “When you find a play 
that truly connects with a younger 
crowd, it’s excellent to he able to 
bring that to the .stage.”
Harris, who spent his childhood 
years in Arroyo Grande, studied the­
ater at New York University and has 
been directing since 1992. He nnik 
over the Centerpoint Theatre two 
years ago.
Harris descrihei.1 the play as face- 
paced and fun —  a story about all 
that is glamorous and corrupt in 
HollywtHKl.
“It’s aKnit two shady producers, tme 
sc'nior prixlucer who is experienced ami 
one junior pnxlucer who is .still trying 
to realize his potential, and a temporary 
secretary who diKvsn’t quite know the 
business,” .said actor Matt Smith, who 
portrays junior pnxlucer Charlie Fox.
Arts
THAILAND
continued from page 5
monks who dressed in that color,” 
she said while describing the daily 
routine of Buddhist monks, who 
walk the streets of Bangkok in the 
mornings, receiving food from the 
locals. By noon they retire to their 
temples, fasting until the following 
morning. The students were taught 
to respect these religious figures, 
dressed in orange robes, at all 
times.
Another of Landers’ paintings, 
created with mostly shades of blue, 
talks abi)ut the red-light district of 
Patpong, Bangkok’s prolific prosti­
tution industry.
“1 had to make a painting of 
women giving up their souls to 
make a living,” she said. This 
painting displays Patpong’s carni­
val-like arimisphere, its prostitu­
tion of women and its streets, filled 
with vendors, restaurants, bars, fast 
food establishments and Tuk Tuks 
(man-powered bicycle taxies) rush­
ing through the crowds.
Knauss, an art and design senior, 
said she chose to travel to Thailand 
because it was the experience most 
unlike America she could find.
The moment she stepped off the 
plane, the first thing she noticed 
was “the smells and the heat,” .she 
said. “It was the middle of the night 
and it was still hot and muggy. 
W hen we were driving to our hotels 
1 was amazed at how many people 
are up all night."
Through her pictures, Knauss 
depicts everyday life in Thailand.
“I wanted to show the people and 
the flavor of the culture,” she said. 
One of her main photographs 
shows the traditional umbrellas, a
It is the secretary’ that brings a 
twist to the plot when the two pro­
ducers make bets about sleeping with 
the young beauty, Harris said.
“Pure chaos ensues once the bet 
takes shape.”
Smith also credits Mamet with 
bringing a dose of reality to theater.
“Mamet is a really interesting con- 
temp<irary writer,” he said. “Done 
right, the script can ring true as far as 
real life ctmversation. Every word, 
every action, is sc> clear to the audi­
ence that even if you couldn’t hear 
everything, you would still know 
what is going on.”
This style of theater also calls for a 
script that is extremely face-paced, 
which made it a bit challenging for 
the actors. Though Smith has been 
acting heavily over the last six years 
and is in his ninth pnxJuction, he 
admitted that the script was a bit dif­
ficult at first.
“Keeping up with the pace of the 
script is one of the handicaps I’ve 
encountered in performing this play,” 
he .said. “But that is what makes it so 
enjoyable for the actors and the audi­
ence.”
“Sp eed the Plow” will play at the 
(k ’nterpoint Theatre from Friday 
through Feb. 9. Performances on 
Thursday, Friday and Saturday begin 
at 8 p.m. while performances on 
Sunday begin at 2 p.m. Tickets range 
from $5 to $12. For re.servations or 
more information, please call 545- 
8392.
recognized icon of Thai tradition.
“I feel like 1 left a part of myself 
th ere,” Knauss said. “People 
embraced me so much that I felt it 
was a second home.”
Maloney, also an art and design 
senior, said her most powerful piece 
displays two children sleeping on 
the sidewalk in Cambodia, a coun­
try neighboring Thailand, and one 
governed by a much criticized dic­
tatorship. (Most students in the 
international program were able to 
travel to neighboring countries on 
the weekends or toward the end of 
the trip.)
“There is an image that doesn’t 
always seem powerful to other peo­
ple, but it is to me. It is a picture of 
two boys sleeping in the streets," 
she said.
The image’s strength struck her 
as she was developing it in the 
darkroom.
“They were sleeping near an 
abandoned building,” Maloney 
said. “They were caked and dirty. 
Seeing them made me realize how 
poor Cambodia was and how much 
they have been affected by theit 
current dictatorship.”
Maloney said she was intrigued 
by the Thai culture. Having been 
to London, she wanted to experi­
ence something different.
“I thought it would be more of a 
third-world country, really poor 
and behind us in technology,” she 
said. “But when we arrived, 
Bangkok was a big city, with lots of 
traffic, lots of smog, fast food 
stores.”
Scxin enough, the travelers were 
able to immerse themselves into the 
culture, sometimes invisible to the 
majority of tourists who stay in the 
realms of comfortable, luxury hotels 
and the European shopping districts.
r0uri
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“We got to walk the streets and 
experience the everyday life, the 
food stands, the noise ...” Maloney 
said. Her goal was to capture 
through her camera what she saw 
and to quench her thirst for travel.
Horan, an art and design senior 
and fourth member of the art 
exhibit, said that a friend’s narra­
tive of her personal experience in 
Thailand, a few years prior, con­
vinced her to sign up for the pro­
gram.
The moment they arrived, 
Maloney, Horan and Knauss moved 
into an apartment, placed in the 
middle of Thai culture. A typical 
market surrounded their building 
and every day they enjoyed the 
unusual luxury of being in the mid­
dle of locals walking between ven­
dors and food stands.
“My photographs are images and 
places that 1 saw,” Horan said. “If a 
picture says a thousand words, 1 
would need five thousand (p ic­
tures) to describe what 1 saw.”
One of her photographs explains 
the origin of the title “Secrets of 
Elephants.” It shows a bright, open 
space, with a wooden table, sur­
rounded by neatly crafted chairs 
and a tiled floor. It is a shot of the 
real Secrets of Elephants Guest 
House in Cambodia, a place owned 
by a French couple and a haven for 
travelers.
The four students, Landers, 
Knauss, Maloney and Horan, 
worked together to combine a life­
changing experience and their 
artistic talents into a senior project, 
which later became the “Secrets of 
Elephants” exhibit. It will he 
shown all through the month of 
January until Feb. 8 in the 
University Lhiion.
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Local artist reflects upon women through glass
ByJanelleFoskett
MUSTANG DAILY MANAGING EDITOR
A translucent piece of clear l^ass 
forms the (Outline of a womitn s hcxly, and 
a liKht blue circle of {»lass forms the 
woman’s head. This piece of stained {»lass 
art st)unds rather strai{»htforward, except 
tor one thing. Where the shapely 
woman would have anns, she has strik­
ing blue and yellow wings.
She is a butterfly.
Stained glass art like this piece char­
acterize the majority of Emily Jagger’s 
latest art collection, “An exhibit of 
winged women in glass.” Eich piece is 
composed of the shape t>f a woman’s 
Kxly with the wings of an angel, butter­
fly or dragonfly.
jagger, a local artist originally from 
Atascadero, is currently the featured 
artist at L’Artiste Oallery in downtowTi 
San Luis Obfspo. Her stained glass art­
work will on display there through 
Jan. M.
ja{»ger said the idea for the fanciful 
creations developtxl (Hit of her love of 
surreali.stic art.
“1 always likcsJ fantasy women and 
thinking aK)ut the other personas and 
lives women could have,” she said. 
“Most of my work has a theme of women 
or animals and symK>ls; and playing 
those things off each other.”
Jagger descrilxxl her latest show of 
one of .self-discovery ;ind fanta.sy. She 
said each piece has a different Kxly type, 
color and sh;ipe.
“There are skinny ones imd buxom 
ladies,” she said.
Her fust stained glass female figures 
were of angels. After making these 
pieces, Jagger developed the idea tif cre­
ating an entire show composed of 
wingev-i women. The succes.sful idea paid 
off when people eagerly Kgan asking if 
they ciHild purchase her pieces even 
before the show.
The owners of L’.^rtiste Gallery were 
also impresse».!. In fact, they wem so 
delighted that the decision to feature 
this collection is a first for Kith the 
gallery and Jagty.T This is Jagger’s first 
stained glass art show, and it is the first
V 1
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Artist Emily Jogger's latest collection, entitled “An exhibit of winged women in glass, “ will be on display at 
L'Artiste Gallery on Higuera Street in downtown San Luis Obispo untilJan.31.
time L’Artiste Gallery has featured 
stained glass art.
Rosanne Seitz, one of three owners of 
the gallery, said Jagger’s themes .seem to 
resonate with people.
“People really connect with the idea 
of a woman’s Kxly as butterflies and 
angels,” she said. “We really like the 
work.”
Seitz addtxl that the small yet intimate 
rurture adds to the stxithing (.{uality of the 
art. From the variiHis colors to the differ­
ent qualities of the glass, each piece is 
tnily individual, she sud. Each piece is 
approximately six inches tall and has 
either a metal halo or antenna to match 
the type of creatua“ repa^sentixl.
Jag{»er said she has h;xl several Qil 
Poly snidents purchase pieces Kxau.se 
they are .iffordable and handmade.
“1 really hope' (students) want to 
come see it,” she siiid. “Stained glass isn’t 
something you see everywhere, especial­
ly in a whole show.”
Ja{»ger first began working with 
staincxl glass aKiut two years ago after an 
enciHinter with a Kxal artist who spe­
cialized in this medium. Althiuigh Ja{5»er 
had Kx;u.sed primarily on painting and 
drawing in K>th colle{»e and in her post- 
collegiate artist caax'r, she was becoming 
K>red and frustrated with the.se medi­
ums. This frustration Icxl her to experi­
ment with staincxl glass art.
“1 had Kx‘11 painting all thn»ugh 
schtxil, so 1 tixik my ideas from painting 
and turned them into glass to sex* what 
happc'iicxi, and it was just amazing,” she 
silid.
lagger instantly coniuxted with the
new type of art. Howe\ er, in the K*gin- 
ning, she admits .she had to chtxk out 
Kx)ks and videos from the library aKnit 
working with stainc*d glass, and she even 
went to stainc*d glass studios to ask ques­
tions.
“It was trial and error at first,” she 
Silid. “I finally figurcxl it out though ;uui 
just kept plugging away.”
Jagger’s fairly .smixith transition into 
stainc*d gkiss art exemplifies her artistic 
versatility. Althtnigh she is currently
concentrating on stained glass art, 
Jagger continues to work with mixed 
media, photography, sculptures, prints 
and collages. Most recently, she began 
painting landscapes of the Santa 
Margarita area, where she currently 
resides.
Jagger said she has always loved art 
and began drawing at the age of five. 
She quickly began winning ber 
sch(H)l’s art contests, and when she was 
still winning such contests in high 
school, she knew art was her forte.
Jagger attended the University of 
California at Santa Cruz, where she 
majored in fine art. She said working 
with stained glass actually reminds her 
of what she liked about her work with 
art in college. She explained that 
when she had a deadline for a piece of 
art, she was forced to finish, stand back 
and enjoy the completion of a job well 
done. After college, when no one was 
there to give her a time limit or push 
her, she would constantly rework her 
paintings, and it was hard to figure out 
when it was truly complete.
But with stained glass, “once you’re 
done, you’re done,” .she said. “You real­
ly can’t go back and change it.” Jagger 
said it’s a gtxxJ feeling to fini.sh a piece, 
which stained gla.ss art forces her to 
do.
But while Jagger’s stained glass art 
may K.* complete in theory, Seitz said 
Its surrealistic nature lends one to con­
tinue in the fantastical and imagina­
tive priKess.
“It’s not straight reali.sm,” she said. 
“TTiey let your imagination go.”
Jagger’s collection is on display at 
L’Artiste Gallery at 570 Higuera St., 
Suite 1 55. TIk* gallery is open daily, 
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., and mxin to 4 
p.m. on Sundays.
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Society of Women Engineers presents its 
2 Gth annual
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Tickets sales start at SWE’s 1 st winter 
quarter meeting on January I 5, 2002  
at 6 PM in Chumash Auditorium.
SWE Members: $ 6  
Non-Members: $20
All are invited to attendi
Tickets are 1st come-1 st serve. Only 
members can sign-up on January I 5. 
Non-member sales begin Jan. 22, 
2002. Membership is $1 5. J o i n  n o w !
( Z A L E N D A R o /  E V E N T T S
Saturday, January 12 ,3pm
Three Mo* Tenors
Presented by Community Concerts 
Cohan Center
Saturday, January 12, 8pm
William Terrence Spiller 
Piano Recital
Presented by Cal Poly Music Dept. 
Cal Poly Theatre
Sunday, January 13,3pm  & 6:30pm
Leland Faulkner
Presented by Cal Poly Arts 
Cohan Center-Pavilion
Sutuiay, January 13, tpm
International Percussion -  
Free Performance
Presented by the Performing Arts Center 
Outreach Program 
Cohan Center
Thursday, January 17, 8pm
The Chieftains
Presented by Cal Poly Arts 
Cohan Center
Friday, JaniM ry 25, 8pm
The Galaxy Trio
Presented by Community Concerts 
Cohan Center
95.3KK).r K-OT1II194.9 Sut riRUHtMINl. ARÎM INIIX
Ticket inform ation: SLO-ARTS (756-2787) Call 756-7222 for transportation details • www.pacslo.otg
Poly professor, piaijist gives 
back to music department
By Robin Nichols
MUSTANG DAILY M ANAG ING  EDITOR
'hen Terry Spillcr started 
playing piano, it kind of 
irritated his sister.
He was aK)ut 4 years old, and 
after his sibling finished a piece on 
the piano, he walked up to the 
daunting insttument and played 
back to her what he had just heard.
His innate talent has brought 
him far since “Here Qimes the Ice 
Cream Man," the first song he can 
remember performing. He is now 
playing for audiences frequently, as 
he will at his upcoming K'nefit 
recital, scheduled for Jan. 12 in the 
Cal Poly Theatre.
Although recitals are common, 
Spiller enjoys them, because he is 
doing something he loves. And he 
was almost always sure he wanted to 
spend his life as a musician.
“As a freshman in college, 1 
decided 1 would play for fun at the 
University of Washington," he said. 
“I was a fisheries major. At the end 
of the first quarter, I knew the only 
thing 1 wanted to do was play the 
piano."
And now, the Cal Poly music 
department is reaping the benefits 
of his decision. On staff since 1991, 
Spiller has made an impression on 
his colleagues.
“1 think Terry has a great stage 
presence," said Clifton Swanson, 
music dep.irtment head. “He talks 
to the audience, and brings people 
in to what he’s playing.”
The beneficiary of Spider’s per­
formance will be the music depart­
ment scholarship fund. It was not 
something specifically chosen by 
Spiller, but he feels it is a worthy
cause to which the money can go.
“As a performer in the faculty, it's 
really p.irt of my job to perform," he 
.said. “This is not something 1 would 
do to make a profit (for myself). So 
I think, what gixxl source can it go 
to.’"
Spiller has chosen works by 
Haydn, Hummel, Brahms, Poulenc 
and C'hopin to play at the recital. 
He feels that the pieces offer a wide 
range of expression and emotion for 
the li.stener.
“None of the music is particular­
ly ‘hold your head in your hands’ 
heavy,” he said. “It’s not light, but 
not terribly daunting.”
He akso said that the pieces 
would be enjoyable ft>r those not 
UX1 familiar with music. Swanson 
shares his opinion, and thinks that 
students especially can benefit from 
concerts like these.
“C')ne of the things I notice is 
that students are just not concert- 
goers and they don’t hear live music- 
very much," he said. “(.Students) 
should think about why they are in 
the midst of this cultural climate 
and what it has to offer. It’s easier to 
(participate) now than later.” 
Swanson added that it’s usually 
interesting for students to .see their 
professors on stage, dealing with 
anxiety and stress just like they 
have experienced.
“It think it has a huge impact on 
music majors (and non-majors) to 
see faculty actually perform,” 
Swan.son said. “(Faculty have) to 
contend with nerves and be expres­
sive and communicative, just like 
we talk to them about being.” 
Tickets for the performance 
range from $ 6 to $10 and are avail­
able at the PAC ticket office or by 
calling 756-2787.
V- C o ' ° A T .  B o o k s o 1 » .
ADVANTAGE
EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE CAL POLY COMMUNITY
You've heard about the
ADVANTAGE
W E carry all required and recommended books 
GET the books v/hen you need them 
RESERVE or purchase your textbooks on-line 
CONVEN IENT returns (no return postage)
INSTANT refunds
LARGEST used book inventory (saving you $$)
COMPETITIVE low prices
SHOP at once (If the books haven't arrived, prepay and we'll call you)
GUARANTEED highest buyback
EXTRA 10% on buyback when you deposit your buy back into Campus Express 
PROFITS benefit Cal Poly students 
VIP BUYBACK
(reserve your textbooks and be eligible to sell your books back at the best price possible)
But that's not all we offer!
ADVANTAGE
UP to 35%  off on NYT Bestsellers 
SPECIAL order services 
SUPPORTS campus book events 
BO O KSEN SE  on-line book purchases 
LARGE Campus Author section 
O N -H A N D  titles from Architecture - Study Aids 
EXPANDED magazine section 
KNOW LEDGEABLE and dedicated staff 
KEEPING you reading since 1933
GATEWAY and APPLE computer demos 
EDUCATIONALLY priced hardware 
and software
HUGE selection of peripherals 
SPECIAL order service available 
AUTHORIZED computer service center 
KNOWLEDGEABLE and courteous staff 
ON-LINE Apple Computer sales
ADVANTAGE
ADVANTAGE
• W E  carry all required supplies for your classes
• COMPETITIVE prices
• C O N VEN IEN T  location
• EASY refunds and exchanges
• SPECIAL orders welcome
• PROCEEDS stay on campus - benefits Cal Poly
• KNOWLEDGEABLE and courteous staff
• ONE-DAY photo processing
at El Corral Bookstore
Monday - Thursday 7:45*6:00
Friday 7:45-4:30 
Saturday 11:00-4:00
Serv ing you  24 hours a  d a y
www.elcorralbookstore.com
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SLO tourism deserves benefits of more advertising
San Luis Ohispo is a town tlriven economically 
hy collcfje students and tourism. Wlien tnie ot 
these groups tails to spend like it should, the city 
must take action to rei»ain those precious dollars.
Concerned that the number ot visitors from 
St)uthem Calitomia may he declininf’, on Tuesday 
niiihr the San Luis C')hispo City C'ouncil approved
sixuidinfi $50,000 to
Commentary-------------------------  ^ year. Out t)t
this, $45,000 will lx‘ used to purcha.se advertising 
space in the Los An).;eles Times.
IV'spite concerns aK)ut spi'iidinji this money, 
the city .should take this opj'H)rtunity to promote 
tourism and reap the Ixmefits to our local economy.
Tliis advertising’ will help hrin  ^ hack tourists 
wht) have been .staying at home or visiting' other 
destinations this year, and so give a htx)sr to hotels, 
retailers, and other husine.sses serving the 1.5 to 2 
billion tourists that visit San Luis Ohispo each 
year. It will also help all the students and commu-
nity memlxrs who work in husines.ses, hotels, and 
restaurants supporting the tourism industry by 
ensuring that they keep their jobs.
Tlte transient txcupancy ta.\, or bed tax, is the 
third largest .source of revenue for the city. For the 
past five years, the hed tax has increased an aver­
age of 10 percent a year. This past year the city had 
ci)unted on the bed tax revenues increasing by at 
lea.st 8 percent from the Ixginning of July. Instead 
they decrea.sed by 4.5 percent hy the month of 
Octolx'r. This could mean that there w'ill lx  a 12 
percent slx)rtfall in the budget, amounting to
$500,000.
Tlie $50,000 will lx  used not only on advertis­
ing space. Cxistomi:ed press kits will he .sent to 
travel writers and people in the industry, and an e- 
mail visitor datahax will he created Sii that people 
who respond to advertising or e-mail the C'hamher 
of Q)mmerce can lx  sent nu)re information in the 
future.
What many people do not understand is that hy
sjx'nding this money the city is not taking away 
from anything else in the budget. This money is 
already in an accounr of “enhanced promotk)nal 
funds” eannarked to fund new promotional ideas 
and .special events for the city. City Cxxincil 
approval is needed only to designate the money for 
a sfxcific purpose.
While San Luis C'fhisjx) has had decreasing hed 
tax revenues, nearby ct)mmunities like Paso Robles 
and Morro Bay have experiencc\l only small 
decreases and even st)me increases this fall. 
Tlierefore, people are still traveling and staying in 
the county. It may K* cheaper rates or simply that 
those communities have fewer beds to fill. Either 
w'ay, San Luis Obispo needs a lxH)st to bring in 
more travelers.
Advertising is an effective way to regenenite 
tourism and has been u.sed in the past by San Luis 
Obispo for this same purpose. Why is the Kxus on 
Southern California? Studies have shown that the 
greatest number t)f people who read an advertise­
ment and then actually visit the area come'from 
Southern Calitomia, and that the Los Angeles 
Times is the best way to reach them. CAi top of 
this, the advertising agency the city uses is donat­
ing its services.
Retail trade is the highest employer in the city, 
with 27,257 jobs held in that area last year. It 
you’ve ever rric\l u> park downtown on a weekend 
aftemcxm, you know that many of the jxople vis­
iting our area end up shopping and visiting tlx  
Mission and other historical sites. Tourists spend 
money, which helps our Kxal businesses and also 
our city.
With so many busines,ses in San Luis (.'tbispo 
relying on tourism atxl .so many of us relying on 
these busines.ses for jobs, we should supjxirt spend­
ing this money. It may benefit us all in the long 
mn.
Kristy Charles is a journalism junior and Mustang 
Daily staff writer.
Profiling security checkpoints
(U-WIRE) LOS ANGELES —  Balancing 
how much profiling should be used in security 
screening is a delicate matter, .so all sides need 
to keep the di.scussit)ns gtritig. The war on ter­
rorism, which began nearly four months ago 
with the barbaric attacks against our nation 
on Sept. 11, has taken a turn for the K'tter.
The cruelCommentary Tai ha,, aiimu
has been rout­
ed, leaving behind an Afghani.stan whose 
hiture finally may bc‘ kxiking up. A1 Qaeda’s 
ability to openite in that country has been 
seriously disrupted, if not destroycsJ, and the 
success of America’s militaiy campaign will 
likely make other nations think twice K'fore 
harKiring terrorists.
Yet the i.ssues in the war’s homefront are far 
more complex than the war in Afghani.stan. 
There are almost infinite numbers of battle- 
fronts and a seemingly endless array of threats 
to guard against.
Two petMinal experiences during winter 
break made me question the effectiveness of 
the methixis K'ing employed to protcxt our 
“homeland security.” The first made me feel 
that we are relying ux> much on superficial 
judgments bascxl on a person’s appearance -  
some would call it “racial profiling” -  while 
the second suggestcsJ that we aren’t prisfiling 
enough. My conclusion; We have a long way 
to go before we find a happy mcxiium.
Ch\ New Year’s Eve, I went to New York 
City to watch the hall drop in Times Square. I 
hixl a vidcHi camera, a digital still camera, twii 
spare camera batteric“s, three spare videotapes 
and more than a doren spare AA batteries for 
my portable television and Walkman. I was 
also wearing elcxtric.illy heated gloves and 
s<xks, both psiwered by D batteries and with 
wire's mnning thnxigb them.
E.specially after the “shix K>mber” airline 
incident, I ftilly expected to be stopped, 
searchtxl and closely questioncxJ by police offi­
cers guarding the New Year’s parry.
IX'spite having tons of potentially suspi- 
cious-kx)king equipment on my person, I was 
barely searched. I was only subjected to a cur- 
stiry check, and then allowcxi right through 
into Times Sejuare.
I could think of only one possible reason for 
this: 1 am white. I have red hair. 1 don’t Kxik 
anything like the guys who hijacked those 
planes.
Is that enough reastin to let me through? Is
it right that a Muslim or Arab carrying the 
same equipment as me probably would have 
Ixen thoroughly searched?
In these unique and tumultuous times, 1 
don’t quite know what’s right. We can’t ignore 
the obvious fact that the vast majority of the 
people targeting us are Arab and/or Muslim, 
but at the same time, we can’t a.ssume that 
anyone who kxiks Arab is a terrorist.
But forget morals and ethics. What I’m 
really concerned alxnit is more pragmatic -  
who’s to say the next Ixmiber won’t be a 20- 
year-old Irish guy, like me? Who’s to say he 
won’t be English, or Gennan, or black, or 
Hispanic or Native American? Is it so incon­
ceivable that Islamic terrorists could convince 
.someone who dixsn’t “Kxik the part” to carry 
our their dirty work? (Ever heard of John 
Walker?)
Given the |X)tential eftextiveness of such a 
.stnitegy, it seems .safe to a.vsume they will 
attempt it at .some point. And there are more 
than enough mentally deranged pcxiple of all 
ethnic backgrounds that such a thing is hard­
ly a remote pos.sibility. Tliink Qilumbine. 
TTiink Oklahoma City. Tliink anthrax-taint- 
c*d mail. These incidents make me wonder 
whether 1 shoukl have been searched more 
carefiilly at that checkptiint.
By contrast, my other experience over the 
holidays gave me pause to wonder whether 
stmie elements of our homeland .security infni- 
structure are being just a little tixi sensitive to 
concerns over personal profiling.
As I was Ixxirding a plane at Newark 
Airport a few days ago, many travelers were 
subjectcxl to “random” cbtxks of their Kiggage 
and their pets*in K'fore they could Kiard.
Yet none of the folks 1 saw King searche».! 
Kxikcxl like they had the ability’ or desire to 
steal somcxine’s .seat, let alone hijack a plane. 
Most were middle-aged women. Meanwhile, 
out of the grmip that I waitcxl in line with, 
only a large, muscular man in his 20s and 1 
made it onto the plane without King 
checked.
Tliis stnick me as a bit ridiculous. I proba­
bly couldn’t overpower anyone on a plane, but 
1 would have a Ktter chance than any of the 
50-year-old ladies whose bags were King 
searched, and the muscular guy had a Ktter 
chance than any of us. Yet the “random” 
check system allowed the only two remotely 
plausible hijack threats, him and me, onto the 
plane without a second Kx>k.
Tlxse two incidents are just one jxrson’s 
isolated experiences. But they point to a larg­
er is.sue. As a nation, we face a real dilemma 
here. How can we prepare for all possible 
threats, no matter how unlikely, without wast­
ing our time .searching people who are so out­
side the “profile” that they are almost certain­
ly Knign?
Tlie Richard Reid “shix KimKr” saga 
offers one answer: we must K  prepared to 
quickly respond to any threat at the moment 
it appears, regardless of who the potential jxr- 
petrator is, or what he or she kx>ks like. If an 
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, 
as they say, then how can we prevent these 
incidents from happening in the first place?
The short answer, of course, is that we can’t 
-  not entirely. Tliere is no such thing as nnal 
.security, not even in a Knign police state (as 
if .such a thing exists) and certainly not in an 
open stxiety like ours. But to come as close as 
we possibly can to real security, we nec\l to 
stay the middle course, avoiding temptation 
to swing tixi far to either side of the debate 
over racial profiling.
If the far left had its way, we would totally 
ignore the tiiost significant common charac­
teristic of the individuals who have attackcxl 
us and are likely to attack us in the hiture: 
they share a similar ethnic and religious back- 
griHind. CXi the other hand, if the far right had 
its way, we would treat all AniK and Muslims 
as potential terrorists.
There are no easy answers. But perhaps the 
most important advice for all K  as is to make 
our criticism of ixir homeland security institu­
tions constnK'tive rather than self-righttx>as.
I understand why the fxiliceman in New 
York did what he did, and 1 understand why 
the airline personnel at Newark did what they 
did. I ».kin’t coasider the police nicist or the 
flight crew naive, and I wouldn’t call them 
that.
We are all in a brave new world, and all of 
us -  whether liKral or conservative -  should 
start off 2002 not .sniping at each other, but 
thinking constnictively aKuit finding the Kst 
security fonnula for these trounled times. No 
one knows the right solution yet, and the only 
way to find an acceptable one is by ensuring 
.in open dialogue continues and keeping all 
sivles of the debates and discussions going.
Brendan Loy, Daily Trojan (USC)
N ew s an ch ors to o t  
th eir ow n horns  
far too  often
(U-WIRE) C.'OLUMBUS, Ohio —  T lx  Kst part of King 
a columnist is having such a strong venue to make hin of stu­
pid people. We all know stupid pc'ople. You’re probably think­
ing of some right now. Yixi’ll notice that unless you’re in office 
or have a lot of money, the only way you get any attention is if 
you do something .stupid. We hear the .stories, and we can only 
sit and shake our heads. Tlx'se pc'ople de.senr to lx  ridiculed 
for ever>’ bit of their 15 minutes of fame.
Tlie challenge with putting out 7C'0 compc'lling words
ever>’ week is finding enough of 
stupidity to create an inter-
.............. esting, informative discussion.
It mu.st also K  written intelligently, or else 1 kx>k stupid. It’s 
harder than it sounds; sometimes 1 Kat my head agaiivst the 
desk until 1 man.ige to put the keyKxird Ktween the two aixl 
produce something.
Litely, I’ve noticed a disturbing trend in media. Some of 
those responsible for telling the story can’t seem to do it with­
out making themsc-lves part of the story. It .seems th.it the 
straight news or opinion itself is ito longer interesting unless 
we leanr something aKnit the pc*rson or |xx)ple delivering it to 
us. Tlie information we’ve Ken accustoimxl to rexeiving is 
Ixing diluted with, well, garbage. It was origin.illy a r.idical 
notion, u.sed by just .i small handftil ot fX'ople to increase rat­
ings or readership, but now sexMiis to K  creeping into the 
mainstream.
Take CNN’s Liiry King, who h.is Kx*n pnxiaimexi the 
“King of Talk,” probably Kxau.si' he would r.ither li.sten to his 
own talking than that i>t his guests. King even mfers to his 
callers by the h.indle “(?iiller” instead of their ixtual mime's, 
which they am torbukien to use.
ESPN’s Stuart Scott IS anotlxr great ex.imple. Tliis is the 
Sportsi xnter anchor that has to reminei as with every other 
word that his English i.sn’t quite as gixxi as that of .XBt “s Mike 
Tirico. His spewing ot strex't sl.ing .md .incxdotes aKxit his 
bnishe's with celebritie*s aixl athlete's tn ert,ike him. He sex'ins 
te) talk aKnil everything Kit the stor> he’s reporting. Scott, 
who atteiule-el the University ot North C?aroIin.i, will go as far 
as to t.ilk over highlights or stone's involving IXike University, 
his schixil’s rival. If vtxi were to kxik up “unprofe’ssional" in 
the dictionary-, Scott’s picture could K  found in the margin.
Tliere’s nothing wrong with humor; anyone who has re.id 
me K'fore would know that. But the humor should stand to K  
the icing on the cake, if you will. T lx  whole |xiint of news 
tnedia, regardle-ss tit wh.it game, show or event is King cov­
ered, is to deliver inkinnation. It’s the information that m.ike's 
the difference Ktween reading a newspa|xr .itxl watching 
renins of “Tliird Rixk from the Sun” in the morning. When 
the information is diluted, the pnxluct ultimately suffers.
Josh Zerkle,The Lantern (Ohio State U.)
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Integrity questioned in online assistants
By Kenneth Basin
DAILY TROJAN
(U -W IR E) LOS ANGELES —  
Laro-night crammers rejoice —  a new 
online teaching assistant service is 
perfect tor students who need their 
questions answered just hours before 
a test.
RideTheRellChirve.com, launched 
in November, hires graduate students 
to answer academic questions posed 
by undergraduates 24 hours a day.
The notion of students paying for 
answers online TAs provide, howev­
er, raises an ethical dilemma —  is 
paying for step-by-step instruction 
tantamount to cheating?
RideTheRellCurve.com President 
Grant Goodwin said his service has 
taken all steps possible to ensure fair 
use of the service.
“We made sure it’s not viewable on 
handheld Palms, .so it’s not accessible 
in tests,” he said.
RideTheRellCurve.com has the 
support of numerous professors, some 
of whom have actually invested in 
the private company. Goodwin, along 
with educational advisers, deter­
mined that using their service is a 
vast improvement to students copy­
ing answers off one another.
“No one hands in an assignment 
with the last question done if their 
best friend has it there and they can 
copy," Gooelwin said. “If the students 
are willing to do that, maybe they’ll 
take a middle ground. They can get a 
step-by-step solution (from a TA) and 
actually learn what the concept is 
about," GtHidwin said.
W. Lewis Johnson, a University of 
Southern California professor of com­
puter science and expert in educa­
tional technologies, also sees little 
danger in the online TAs.
“It falls into the same general area 
as tutoring services,” john.son .said. 
“Although this is clearly on a more 
limited scale.”
Johnson said the system may be 
prejudiced, given that not all students 
would be willing or able to pay for it, 
but it is not “intrinsically unethical.” 
Johnson sees both promise and 
implication to the Web site’s services. 
He also views it as a potential wake- 
up call for universities and their fledg­
ling online course programs.
“If a service like this can make a 
good business,” Johnson said, “then 
that indicates that ... universities 
need to look at this issue to see if they 
too can provide improved online 
assistance to students.”
Merrick Mosst, a freshman major­
ing in electrical engineering, also 
questioned the fairness of accessibili­
ty for the TA service.
“My first thought is that the 
premise of the education system in 
America is that everyone is supposed 
to have the same educational oppor­
tunities, whereas this system puts 
those who can’t afford it at a di.sad- 
vantage,” Mosst said.
Nevertheless, he said that the con­
cept of the system still echoed the 
educational system as it stands.
“We still have to pay for hook 
notes, study guides and tuition, 
though, so it isn’t really different.”
“It should be a big money-maker,"
Mosst said. “It’s too difficult to sepa­
rate education from money anymore.”
Christina Reed, a freshman major­
ing in English, worries that 
RideTheRellCurve.corn’s services 
may cross the line into cheating. She 
argues that one of the greatest dan­
gers in the web site is that it may be 
u.sed on a scale far larger than is 
intended.
“If you use it on more than just a 
few problems, (it) might as well do 
the homework for you,” Reed said.
Julia Colyar, a doctoral student in 
the Rossier School of Education and 
instructor in the Thematic Option 
program, said she questions the ethi­
cal implications of an online TA ser­
vice and worries that 
RideTheRellCurve.com invites stu­
dents to bypass some of the most 
important a.spects of college.
“Research in the areas of student 
persistence and retention in college 
shows us that learning in the college 
setting is not ju.st about completing 
assignments,” Colyar said. “It is also 
about being part of learning commu­
nities, working with peers and faculty, 
and talking with your roommates 
over lunch.”
Using the Internet for help is bet­
ter than not seeking help at all, 
Colyar said, adding that students 
should seek other help.
“Learning how to use the resources 
in your environment may be as 
important as the assignment itself,” 
she said.
RideTheBellCurve.com is a prod­
uct of the personal university experi­
ences of its founders. Gtxxlwin and
his co-founder, frustrated with late 
nights of often unproductive studying 
with no available TA in sight, spent a 
year researching the concept before 
the web site launched a month ago.
Goodwin said he often wanted to 
have a source available 24 hours a day 
that could just be paid for help on one 
problem where the textbook was 
insufficient and then leave him to his
dents to brow.se through the problems 
and download the solutions for $2, 
half of which go toward paying the 
graduate students who work for the 
service.
Most of the money the Web site 
makes goes back to the online TAs, 
who receive as much as 80 percent of 
the fees for each .service. “Post-a- 
Problem,” where the TAs respond to
'"If 'you use it on more than just a few  problems, (it) 
might as well do the homework for you .”
studies. Providing this is the point of 
RideTheBellCurve.com, he said.
The Web site employs 215 gradu­
ate students from across the United 
States and has fielded over 2,000 
questions in only 32 days since its cre­
ation, Goodwin said. The rapid 
spread was attributed solely to word- 
of-mouth.
At least 10 users and two online 
TAs attend USC.
The company has developed three 
services, including an es,say review 
service, through which students can 
submit final or rough drafts of essays 
to graduate students with special pro­
ficiency in writing, according to the 
web site.
RideTheBellCurve.com is devel­
oping a “solution bank,” a compila­
tion of problems and solutions, as a 
cheaper alternative to posting specif­
ic problems. The bank allows stu­
Christina Reed
USC freshman
personalized queries by e-mail, costs 
approximately $3 .33 . “Submit an 
E.ssay” charges $1.67 per double­
spaced page.
The “solution bank” was scheduled 
to open in December but is still not 
available. RideTheBellCurve.com  
estimates that it will have 15,000 
questions and answers on file.
Students log on and choose the 
service that interests them. They can 
upload a question, diagrams and other 
files to the Web site, where they are 
retrieved by one of the graduate stu­
dents on duty.
The graduate student then pre­
pares the stilution and posts it onto 
the site. An e-mail alerts the student 
that the question has been answered 
and that the solution may be claimed 
using purchased claim codes and 
redemption credits.
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‘Ugliest girP sues school district over lack of action
By Jean Guccione
LOS ANGELES TIMES
(WIRK) AGOURA HILLS, Calif. 
—  A 17'year-old stiKlcnt who was 
named on the Internet as the “ugliest 
girl” at her school has sued her former 
school district, claiming officials did 
nothing to stop “the escalating pat­
tern ot sexual harassment” hy other 
students.
Sophomore Alison Goller quit 
Agoura High School after “the taunt­
ing became unhearahle,” according to 
the lawsuit.
Alison was teased at first about her 
appearance, then accused of promis­
cuity, the suit alleged.
After a bout of mononucleosis, 
Alison returned to school last 
February to more taunting from class­
mates and a teacher, prompting her to 
leave the school.
“People really do mean things in 
high school,” Alison said in an inter­
view. “I’m really surprised nobody has 
brought a gun to schcx)l at Agoura.” 
The high schtx)! is IcKated about 30 
miles west ot downtown Los Angeles.
Donald Zimring, deputy superin­
tendent of the Las Virgenes Unified 
Schtx)! District, said the school dis­
trict never comments on student
matters. But he said the district has 
protocols that include notifying 
police, and its administrators are 
trained to handle such situations.
“We are confident the schixil dis­
trict did everything it was required to 
do,” he said.
Alison said she can relate to how 
tormented students in high schools 
from Columbine to Santee must have 
felt. But she said she never thought of 
harming anyone as a solution.
“It was not cool to he different at 
Agoura,” she said.
At her new high schtxd in the Los 
Angeles Unified School District, 
which she declined to name, Alison 
said students are taught to respect 
each other and the kind of teasing she 
endured at Agoura High is not toler­
ated.
Her mother, Catherine M. Adams, 
a lawyer, said she was dissatisfied with 
the respon.se of Las Virgenes district 
officials to her request for their help 
in ending the harassment. She reject­
ed their suggestion that Alison leave 
school and complete an independent 
study program.
“My feeling was, why does she 
have to stay home hy herself with no 
education and no scxialization while 
the kids who did this to her were at
Alison Goller, now 17, 
said cruel taunts and 
insults extended to an 
Internet site. Goller is 
suing her former 
school district for 
doing nothing to stop 
'the escalating pattern 
of sexual harassment' 
by other students.
s c h ( X ) l ? ” Adams said.
Adams sued the schixd district and 
Assistant Principal Brad Benioff, who 
led an internal invcotigation into the 
complaints, on Dec. 14 in federal 
court in Los Angeles. Adams said she 
was never told the results of the 
inquiry.
The lawsuit claims her daughter’s 
civil rights were violated when she 
was “constructively expelled” from 
district schixils hy the sexual and gen- 
der-hased harassment. The suit seeks 
unspecified compensatory and puni­
tive damages.
Alison alleged her troubles began
in the summer of 2000 when she was 
“humiliated and embarrassed” 
hecau.se her name appeared on a Web 
site under the category of “ugliest 
girl" in her school’s entering 10th- 
grade cla.ss, according to the lawsuit.
A few weeks later, a rumor circu­
lated around school that there was a 
videotape of Alison having .sex with 
several hoys at a party, and classmates 
began calling her “slut” and “whore,” 
the suit alleged.
Last February, Alison got mononu­
cleosis and was absent for two weeks. 
When she returned to schcx'il, one 
teacher, in front of a cla.ss, put his
MyungJ. Chun/
THE LOS ANGELES TIMES
shirt over his nose and mouth and 
said to Alison, “Get away from me 1 
don’t want to get mono,” according 
to the lawsuit.
Students also taunted her about 
the illness. One said, “1 don’t know 
how you got mono. You’re so ugly, no 
guy would ever kiss you,” the suit said.
About the same time, her name 
appeared again on a Web site identi­
fying her as “the ugliest girl at Agoura 
High Schixil,” the suit alleged. The 
Web site, i>nce used by San Fernando 
Valley students to anonymously hurl 
insults at one another, was shut down 
in March by its site provider.
Olympics invades Utah students' spring break
By Bobbi Parry
DAILY UTAH CHRONICLE
(U -W IR E) SALT LAKE CITY  
—  For college students across the 
country, the words “spring break” 
conjure thoughts of hot sandy 
beaches, perfect tans and parties 
that go all night long.
But not this year.
With the spring semester sched­
ule thrown into disarray by the 
W inter Olympics, University of 
Utah students are looking at quite a 
different picture.
“Pm probably going to be work­
ing,” said Jessica Hill, a freshman 
whose hours at Bed, Bath and 
Beyond, the linen store where she 
works, will probably increase with 
the arrival of the Games.
Darrel Williams, a junior, will 
also be earning money rather than 
spending it.
“Basically, they want me to stay, 
otherwise I would leave,” said 
W illiams of his employers in 
Protective Services at the Marriott 
Library.
Not only will it be tix) crowded, 
but “parking is a nightmare,” he 
continued.
As the Olympics draw closer, stu­
dents are hunkering down and 
making plans for the extended  
spring break, which runs the course 
of the Games, from Feb. 2 to Feb. 
26. Spring break normally lasts for 
one week in the middle of March.
Senior Dave Beck is excited for 
the changes the Games will bring. 
“It’s going to be the biggest party in 
the world,” .said Beck, who plans n> 
he a driver for NBCL
And whether or not they want to 
attend that party, many students 
are having to rearrange their lives 
because of it.
junior A lease Bott usually spends 
spring break in Moab with her hus­
band, wht> attends another univer­
sity. But this year their breaks do 
not coincide.
Instead, “I’ll just be working,” 
she said.
Fabiola Evans, a freshman, said
she and her friends may take a week 
off in March, when other universi­
ties have their spring breaks. 
During the U ’s break, Evans will 
continue working at Sizzler.
Instead of spending his days off 
relaxing as he normally would, 
sophomore Nick Edwards will be 
working for the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints, helping 
set up and put on a production of 
“Light of the World,” a play which 
will run throughout the Games.
The extra-long break will also 
give students a chance to travel and 
to spend more time with family and 
friends. Sehong Park, a junior, will 
be traveling to Seattle to meet up 
with triendsi
Sophomore Joseph Alston is 
excited for the long break. “I get to 
spend some tmtre time with my girl­
friend," he said.
.Mston will be heading off to 
Pticatello, Idaho, for the duration 
ot the Games. He also plans to use 
the time to prepare for his LDS
mission and to write research said.
papers. Some students have just not
Perhaps the luckiest students, planned that far in advance, 
though, are those the Games barely “1 thought 1 would just see how 
LiHich. bad it could get. I’ll just go skiing or
Melissa Chamberlain will be in R-ave the city if it gets too bad.” 
training. said Volker ÎYium. an international
Chamberlain, a U swimmer, said student.
^  ................ ........
“/ thought 1 would just see how had it could get. Vll just 
j[To skiing or leave the city if it gets too had.**
Volker Daum
an international student at the University of Utah
the Olympics won’t have much 
effect on her life. “The only thing 
is ... schixil will be out and 1 will 
have more time to relax,” she said.
Tyler Hone does not foresee any 
major disruptions in his .schedule 
either. Hone, a graduate student in 
theoretical chemistry, plans to con­
tinue with his research throughout 
February. The only difference?
“I’ll probably avoid downtown 
more than I regularly would,” he
If he decides to leave, Daum will 
probably rent a car and travel to 
California.
“1 have not even thought about 
it,” said Jami Sorensen, a junior. 
“I’ll prtibably just stay here with 
friends.” W hatever she decides, 
Sorensen thinks she’ll remain in 
Salt Lake. “The Olympics are a 
once in a lifetime chance," she 
said.
Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
A n n o u n c e m e n t s  I A n n o u n c e m e n t s Em p l o y m en t Em p l o y m e n t G reek N ews
Signatures 
In Dance
Feb. 1-3, Feb7-9 
C.P. Theater Students $9 
Tix at PAC call 756-2787
Officials wanted $7.29/Hour 
Intramural Sports 756-1366 
Attend meeting January 14 
8:30 PM  Rec Center Gallery.
Tandem Skydive from 13,000 ft. 
at Lom poc Airport.
Aircraft seats 19 people, fantastic 
ocean views, gift certificates avail­
able. $10 off w/ this ad, certain 
restrictions apply. 
www.skydivesantabarbara.com 
1-877-OK2-JUMP (805-740-9099).
DUDE... Where’s  My 
M ustang Daily?
Classifieds 756-1143
“Bartender Trainees Needed” 
Earn up to S25/HR “Inti. 
Bartenders" will be back in SLO  1 
week only! Day/Eve classes, limit­
ed seating call today 
800-859-4109
www.mybartendingschool.com
C A M P  W AYNE FOR G IR LS- 
Northeast Pennsylvania. (6/19- 
8/16/02). Children’s  sleep away 
camp. If you love children and 
want a caring, fun environment 
we need female staff to teach 
activities and live in the cabins. 
Apply on-line at www.camp- 
waynegirls.com. On cam pus 
interviews, February 22nd. Call 
1-800-279-3019.
Welcome Back Theta’s
Rental H ousing
N EED  SO M E  Q U ICK  
T EM P O R A R Y  H O U S IN G ?
Two rooms in south Atascadero , 
14 min. from campus parking lot.
$350 per room call Nick or 
Kristania after 7pm at 440-5866.
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Teams face hard road to 'Big Easy'
Heavily favored teams look ‘Super’ strong as playoffs start this Sunday
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Column
By Chris Arns
MUSTANG DAILY SPORTS EDITOR
With the Super Bowl coming 
closer to Valentine’s Day, 11 reams 
will wind up with broken hearts as 
the St. Louis Rams roll to their sec­
ond world title in three years.
S i m p l y  
pur, the 
Rams pose 
a large
priYblem tor the rest ot the teams 
who will try to play Cinderella to 
coach Mike Martz’s ugly stepmoth­
er ot a team. Accompanied by All- 
Cialaxy running back Marshall 
baulk, NFL M V r Kurt W arner 
makes up the other halt ot the
league’s most powertul tandem
since Joe Montana and jerry Rice, 
one that may prove unstoppable all 
the way to New Orleans.
.As the regular season has shown, 
St. Louis is an explosive power­
house with the NFL’s most potent 
ottense and one ot the most stingi­
est dctenscs. The Rams scored 5 0 Î 
points during the regular .sea.son, 
which was almost 100 more than 
the next team. At the same time, 
their much improved detense 
ranked second overall.
W hile San Francisco was right 
behind the Rams in total <ittense, 
the Niners’ detense is young and 
can ’t stop experienced quarterbacks 
siicli as Brett Favre. The Niners 
will face Favre’s team in a wild card 
game that many expect to be hard- 
toiight, but with a predictable out­
come. No te.im has ever beaten the 
Packers on the Frozen Tundra ot 
Lambeau Field, and although the 
49ers showed maturity in the final 
weeks ot the sea.son, winning in 
Green Pay may be expecting tiHi 
much for this year.
The other wild card contest pits 
Philadelphia against Tampa Bay, 
two teams whose play has been 
inconsistent all year. Tampa Bay 
has been a major disappointment
S C H E D U L E
M EN 'S  BASKfc'BAi L sat.jan. 12 7pm
''®csu n orth ridge  ®csun
V\t;M| N",iHASKHBAi.,. fri.jan. 11 7 p m.
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vV . BASKr !BAi ! sun, jan. 13 2 p.m. 
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@cal poly
! VvT- : f iNo sun, jan.12 10 a.m.
' O k lahom a st. i^ davis
w r e st l in g
?  S tan fo rd
sun, ]an 13 2 p m.
@osu
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New Orleans will be the site of the Super Bowl XXXVI, The favorites include the Pittsburgh Steelers and the 
St. Louis Rams.
tor the second year in a row, and 
Philadelphia’s oftensive can only 
rely on quarterback Donovan 
MeNabb for so long. Tampa Bay 
traditionally has tared poorly in 
cold-w eather games, giving the 
edge to home team Philly. 
Although the Eagles look to win 
this match up, Philadelphia would 
be an underdog against any other 
NFC in the playotts.
That leaves only the Packers and 
the Chicago Bears as legitimate 
contenders to upset the Rams. 
Either team would have to play in 
St. Louis, a domed stadium. 
Chicago has played well on turf this 
season, and with their incredible 
defense racking up the turnovers 
lately, they may be the only team to 
stop the Rams. Although Favre 
loves to shine in the playoffs, the 
Bears as a team match up more
favorably against St. Louis, and 
have the best chance to beat them.
In the A FC, the outcome is not 
so certain. Though the Pittsburgh 
Steelers demolished all conference 
toes with the league’s best defense, 
quarterback Kordell Stewart has a 
hismry of choking in big playoff 
games. However, the rest of the 
conference has been dramatically 
inconsistent. Though the defend­
ing champion Baltimore Ravens 
squeaked into the playoffs in the 
last weekend, they’ve been disap­
pointing after a season in which 
their defense ranked as one of the 
all-time best.
In addition to the Ravens, nei­
ther Miami nor Oakland have 
played exceptionally well in the 
last four weeks. After a heartbreak­
ing loss to the jets last weekend, 
many of the Raiders started walking
off the field before the game was 
over, signaling a huge drop in 
morale.
In the A FC, only the Patriots 
have been as consistent as the 
Steelers. New England has an 
exciting yet inexperienced leader 
in Tom Brady, who led his bunch to 
the A FC  East title. Should 
Pittsburgh and New England 
advance to the A FC  confetence 
championship game, look for 
Pittsburgh to advance to the Super 
Bowl.
Although an upset of the Rams 
would make for a great game, no 
other team in the league has the 
talent or experience to dethrone 
them. In the event of a Pittsburgh 
vs. Rams Super Bowl, l<.H>k for the 
Rams to come out strong and build 
a big lead. A t the end of the game, 
Warner and Faulk should be hoist­
ing another Lombardi trophy.
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Smith provided Vizardry^ with glove
By Ian Lindsey
MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR
Not many people have more than 
one or two baseball mitts, but Ozzie 
Smith has 13 gold-encrusted gloves 
that he can’t even play with.
This Tuesday, the Wizard of Oz
Column har
name writ­
ten on 92 percent of all ballots for 
the Major League Baseball Hall of 
Fame, easily earning him induction 
as the only member of the class of 
2002. It makes sense, though, 
because no one else really compares 
to the Wizard. He earned his way 
into the hall with his glove.
By big league standards, Oz 
showed no power. His 28 career 
home runs ranks lower than what A- 
Rod can pound out in roughly half a 
season. Though a switch hitter, 
Ozzie only hit one home run left- 
handed; yet it happened to propel
St. Louis over the Dodgers in the 
1985 National League
Championship Series. As a career 
.262 hitter, he only managed to hit 
over .300 once, though he did amass 
over 2 ,400  hits in his career. Ozzie 
didn’t hit like A-Rod, or jeter, or
a shortstop. He could get to any line 
drive, grounder, or heater up the 
middle, and then make the play 
once he got to the ball. He used to 
practice fielding scorching ground 
balls on his knees, hit to him from 
the pitcher’s mound, and then close
“Smith raised the bar and reset the standard for the 
position o f  shortstop.*'
Nomar, but his speed on the bases 
made him a secret weapon for the 
Cardinals. He couldn’t hit the ball 
out of the park at will, or spray it all 
over the field. Though he provided 
the clutch hit from time to time, at 
best the Oz was an average hitter.
But the glove, oh, the glove.
The most acrobatic plays looked 
simple for Ozzie. He didn’t pcisse.ss 
the strongest arm, or the q,uickest 
release, but he did redefine range for
his eyes before he threw the ball to 
second. That way he always knew 
where second base was, giving him 
the confidence that he could always 
get the ball there. It definitely 
helped, considering he holds the 
Major League record for most double 
plays turned and the most assists for 
a shortstop. He fielded cleanly tTver 
97 percent of the balls anywhere 
near him, and during one year only 
made eight errors at the toughest
infield position.
A-Rod, jeter, and Nomar may 
produce dizzily high offensive num­
bers, but they can’t compare to Ozzie 
in the field. Only Omar Vizquel can 
hang with the Wizard in the same 
stratosphere defensively. Smith 
rai.sed the bar and reset the standard 
for the position of shortstop.
Now the former Cal Poly player 
can walk tall and enjoy the moment 
this summer when he walks into his 
Hall of Fame induction, because he 
played his way there with his glove. 
His work on the field brought him 
into the hallowed grounds of base­
ball, shoulder to shoulder with the 
great heroes of the game. If any­
thing, Ozzie Smith proved that it’s 
always gmid to be a reliable glove
man.
Ian Lindsey is an aeronautical engi­
neering senior and has several 
gloves he plays with. E-mail him at 
ilindsey@calpoly.edu
Women's basketball 
defeats Cal State 
Fullerton
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
The Mustangs beat Cal State 
Fullerton 65-42 Tuesday night at 
Mint Gym.
The victory boosted Cal Poly’s 
record to 2-0 in the Big West, and 5- 
7 overall. CSU Fullerton tell to 2-12 
on the season and 0-3 in ctinference 
play.
Cal Poly received strong contribu­
tions from treshmen guard Michelle 
Henke, who scored 10 piiints oft the 
bench, while pulling down seven 
rebounds. junior guard Kari 
DupeiTL>n scored 15 points and fresh­
man forward Katie Paterson added 
14.
The Mustangs benefited from 26 
Titan turnovers, while losing the 
rebound battle, 50-38.
Cal Poly led by as many as 26 
points in the second half, and used an 
11-0 spurt following the half to help 
secure the win.
The Mustangs continue a four- 
game homestand this weekend, play­
ing host to U C Riverside on Friday at 
7:00 p.m., and Pacific on Sunday at 
2:00 p.m.
Beeson's clutch play 
earns Bio West 
Player of tne Week
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT
Senior forward Brandon Bee.«on 
has been named Big West Player of 
the Week for Men’s Basketball 
Conference play.
Beeson has helped the Mustangs 
jump out to a 9-3 start this season, 
averaging 18.5 points and 6.5  
rebounds in Cal Poly’s two wins this 
past week. The forward hit clutch 
jumpers against Utah State to seal a 
key victory for the Mustangs. Bee.son 
is averaging 14.4 points a game this 
season for the Mustangs.
